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Abstract

The open loop optimal control �dynamic optimization� of
distributed parameter systems is considered here� These
problems are usually solved by the Control Vector Param�
eterization �CVP� approach� which transforms the origi�
nal dynamic optimization method into an outer nonlinear
programming problem� which requires the solution of an
inner initial value problem �IVP�� The solution of this IVP
�set of partial and ordinary di�erential equations� for each
function evaluation is usually very demanding in terms of
computation time� thus e�cient numerical techniques are
necessary in order to reduce the overall computational ef�
fort of the CVP optimizations�
In this work� the use of low order models� obtained by

Gal	erking projection on a set of proper orthogonal func�
tions� is presented as a very e�cient alternative for the
rapid solution of this class of problems�

� Introduction

Dynamic optimization �also called open loop optimal con�
trol� involves the calculation of time varying control pro�

les that optimize �minimize or maximize� a desired ob�
jective functional subject to the system dynamics� The
increasing detail of process models leads to consider the
spatial variation of properties within the process� Typical
examples include polymerisation reactors� crystallisation
units and thermal processing of bioproducts� among oth�
ers� The resulting mathematical models consist of sets of
partial di�erential equations �PDEs� and�or ordinary dif�
ferential and algebraic equations �DAEs�� expressing the
physical laws of conservation of mass� energy and momen�
tum�
Although several strategies have been presented in the

literature for the solution of optimal control problems �see

review in �Vas��� we will use here the control vector pa�
rameterization approach �CVP�� which proceeds dividing
the duration of the process into a number of control inter�
vals and approximating the control function using a low
order polynomial� The decision variables in the optimiza�
tion process are the polynomial coe�cients� The solution
of the master NLP involves the solution of the initial value
problem �IVP� �system of PDAES� in our case�� for each
function evaluation� Therefore� it is of the highest interest
to derive methods which permit the solution of the IVP
of complex systems in short computation times�

In general� the numerical solution of partial di�erential
equations involves two steps� 
rst� the original in
nite
dimension problem �PDE� is transformed into a 
nite di�
mension problem� i�e� a set of DAEs� and second� the
resultant system is then solved by a standard initial value
problem �IVP� solver�

Di�erent techniques can be applied to transform the
original PDEs into DAEs �step ���see reviews in �Sch��
and �Oh���� However� some of these techniques result
in large scale DAE systems which are not always conve�
nient for dynamic optimization� as the demand for com�
putational resources increases rapidly with the number of
equations �discretization level� and the sti�nes of the DAE
system�

Alternative approaches consist of making use of reduced
order models which are typically much less expensive to
compute� Reduced order models have been widely ap�
plied in the process engineering area� Most of the studies
focus on identi
cation� observer construction and the de�
velopment of robust control schemes ��ABS���� �Bur���
�SK���� estimation of parameters ��PKC��� and station�
ary optimization ��TAZ��� �BC���

In this work� the use of low order models� obtained by
Gal	erkin projection on a set of proper orthogonal func�
tions� is presented as a very e�cient alternative for the
rapid solution of the dynamic optimization of distributed
parameter processes� A set of examples is considered to
show the e�ciency of this new approach�



� Statement of optimal control

problem

The general dynamic optimization �open loop optimal
control� problem considered here can be stated as follows�
Find c�t� to minimize�

J �u�y� c�v� �� t� ���

Subject to�

��u�u��u�� �ut�y� �y� ���� c�v� �� t� � � ���

with � � � � R� the space variables� u��� t� � U � R�

the state variables depending on the position and time�
y�t� � Y � R� the subset of state variables which
are position invariant� u� � �u���� u�� � ��u�����
ut � �u��t� �y � dy�dt� c � C � R� the control vari�
ables and v � V � R� the time invariant parameters�
Appropriate initial and boundary conditions must be im�
posed to determine exactly the mathematical solution of
Eqn� ��
Path and point constraints may be imposed to the sys�

tem to express conditions related to safe or proper oper�
ation� These path constraints must be satis
ed over the
entire domain of interest� and are stated as follows�

h�u��� t��y�t�� c�t��v� �� t� � � ���

g�u��� t��y�t�� c�t��v� �� t� � � ���

As it has been mentioned� this problem can be solved
using the CVP approach�

� Initial value problem solution

As it was mentioned in the introduction� numerical solu�
tion of partial di�erential equations involves the transfor�
mation of the original PDEs into a set of DAEs� and the
solution of the latest by a standard initial value problem
�IVP� solver�
The main idea is to project the in
nite dimension solu�

tion into a number of spatial functions locally or globally
de
ned� When the domain of the basis functions is local�
ized in space� the PDE is transformed into a large scale�
usually sti�� DAE system� Examples of this type of strate�
gies are� the numerical method of lines �NMOL� ��Sch����
the 
nite di�erence� 
nite elements and 
nite volume ap�
proaches� This type of approaches has been followed for
the dynamic optimization by several authors ��BAMS���
�PRG���� �BS���� However� computation times increase
rapidly with the size and the sti�ness of the DAE system�
In contrast with these methods which make use of

locally de
ned functions� alternative approaches exploit
global� orthogonal trial functions� The so called spectral
methods involve representing the solution to the problem
as a truncated series of known� smooth functions of in�
dependent variables� These functions may correspond to

the eigenfunctions of the spatial operator �see for exam�
ple� �Smo����� Legendre Polynomials� Chevishev polyno�
mials �see for example� �ST��� or more general sets such
as those employed in the so�called proper orthogonal de�
composition techniques ��BHL��� �Sir����� These type of
methods result in low order models thus in important re�
ductions on computation time in the overall optimization
process�
In this work� we propose the use of the proper orthogo�

nal decomposition strategy to compute a set of empirical
eigenfunctions� These empirical eigenfunctions are sub�
sequently used as basis functions in a Gal	erkin method�
resulting in a low order system of ODEs which will al�
low the e�cient dynamic optimization of the distributed
process�

��� The Gal�erkin method

This method is based on the separation of variables ap�
proach and attempts to 
nd an approximate solution in
the form of a truncated series expansion given by�

�u��� t� �

NX
i��

ai�t��i��� ���

where �i��� are known trial functions� The trial functions
form an orthonormal basis for the appropriate function
space and are chosen to satisfy the original PDEs and
the boundary conditions� The ai�t� are the time depen�
dent coe�cients selected to assure that the original PDE
is satis
ed as closely as possible� This is achieved by min�
imizing the error produced by using the expression ���
instead of the exact solution� i�e� the residual must be or�
thogonal to the trial functions in the expansion allowing
the calculation of the time dependent coe�cients ai�t��
Mathematically� suppose that the original system in

equation ��� can be written as follows�

ut � ��u� ���

where ���� is the spatial operator and appropriate bound�
ary and initial conditions were included� The residual can
be then de
ned as�

r��� t� � �ut � ���u� ���

Forcing the residual to be orthogonal to a number of
trial functions�

� r��� t�� �i��� 	� � i � �� ���� N ���

where the following notation has been introduced�
Inner product� � f� g 	�

R
�
fgd�

Substituting the equation ��� into equation ���� ap�
plying the orthogonality condition ��� and using the or�
thonormality property of the trial functions we obtain�

�ai�t� �

Z
�

��

NX
i��

ai�t��i�����i���d� ��



Therefore the reduced order model consists of a set of N
ordinary di�erential equations� with the initial conditions
given by�

ai��� �

Z
�

u��� ���i���d� i � �� ���� N ����

��� Optimal basis set computation

As it was mentioned before� standard basis usually consist
of sets of polynomials or transcendental functions� How�
ever we consider here the use of the proper orthogonal
decomposition �POD� method� also known as Karhunen�
Lo�eve expansion� which yields a basis with two desirable
properties�

�� The basis elements are ordered from the one with the
highest average energy to that with the lowest�

�� This basis is optimal in the sense that the 
rst terms
contain� in average� more energy than the same num�
ber of terms from any other basis ��HLB����

Only the algebraic description of the POD method is
presented here� more details can be found in �BHL�� and
�Sir����
The 
rst step in the model reduction method� consists

of simulating the high order model� or developing a set of
experiments� under a su�ciently diverse set of operating
conditions to collect a set of data� Sd � fuig

l
i��� which

describes the behaviour of the process� An optimal set
of globally de
ned trial functions is calculated from these
data through the use of the Karhunen�Lo�eve expansion�
The low k�dimensional set Skop � �j

k
j��
� with k � n� is

de
ned as the set of orthonormal vectors which maximize
the average projection of the data set Sd�

min
�j

J��j � u� ����

with�

J��j � u� �
�




�X
j��

�uTj � wT
j ��uj � wj��

kX
j��

�j��
T
j �j � ��

����
where wj represents the projection vector associated to
the data uj � being of the form�

wj �  cj ����

with  a matrix�

 �
h
��

��� �k

i
����

and cj � Rk being a coe�cient vector satisfying cj �
 Tuj � The solution of this optimization problem leads
to the following set of equations to be satis
ed for each
element in Skop�

R�j � �j�j ����

R �
�




�X
j��

uju
T
j ����

In this way� any element uj of the data set Sd can be
expressed as�

uj �  cj ! � ����

where � is an error vector� orthogonal to Skop� that indi�
cates the distance at which each data point lies from the
low dimensional projection plane� The average distance
of the data set to Skop is computed as�

D�
av �

�




�X
i��

d�i �
�




�X
j��

uTj uj �

kX
i��

�i ����

Note that k � l implies Dav � �� i�e� S�op and Sd
coincides� and therefore�

�X
i��

�i �
�




�X
j��

uTj uj ���

so that the eigenvalues provide a measure of how close the
data are to the optimal set� or equivalently� of how much
energy �understood as the inner product of ui� is captured
by the low dimensional representation�

� Case Studies

In this section the solution of two cases studies is con�
sidered� To begin with� a very simple� one�dimensional
case regarding the uniform heating of a slab� is considered�
Next� a quite complex� three�dimensional case� regarding
the sterilization of a pre�packaged food is also considered�

	�� Temperature control of a slab�

We 
rst consider the simple problem of adjusting the tem�
perature distribution of a slab of length L��� to a desired
temperature Tset � ��� using the external temperature
�Tout� as the control variable� The system is described in
terms of the heat conduction equation subject to bound�
ary conditions expressing the "ux of heat to the slab� The
statement is �Ram���
Find Tout�t� to minimize�

J �

Z L

�

�Tset � T �x� tf ��
�
dx ����

subject to�
Tt � Txx ����

with the initial and boundary conditions�

T �x� �� � �
Tx��� t� � K�T � Tout�� Tx�L� t� � �

����

Regarding to the reduced order model calculation� a set
of data has been obtained through the simulation of the



process using the NMOL� The full model obtained with
NMOL consists of �� ODEs� The reduced order model
was obtained following the steps described in section ����
resulting in a ��ODE model� containing the �# of the
energy�
The dynamic optimization problem was solved with

ICRS�DS� ��BC��� and �BS���� Both models� full and re�
duced� were used for the optimization for the sake of com�
parison and the control variable was approximated using
a piecewise linear approximation with � variable length el�
ements� Results obtained are reported in Table ���� where
J is the performance index value� Tmax and Tmin are the
maximum and minimum temperature values at tf � and
TCPU is the computation time� in seconds� on a PC Pen�
tium III���� MHz�

Table ���� Summary of results for the case study ��
Model J Tmax Tmin TCPU
Reduced ������ ���� ������ ����� ���
Full ������ ���� ������ ���� ���

Note that using the reduced model a better result was
obtained more than � times faster than with the full
model�

	�� Industrial sterilization of canned

foods�

This problem has been studied by many researches �see
recent review by �Dur���� In �BMGC�� the formulation
and solution of several optimal control problems using dif�
ferent types of performance indexes and constraints was
considered� Here we consider the statement of the opti�
mal control problem of maximizing the 
nal retention of a
nutrient� retN �tf �� with constraints on the 
nal microbi�
ological lethality� Fc�tf �� and the 
nal temperature in the
hottest point� using the retort temperature� Tretort�t�� as
the control variable as considered by �BMGC��� We will
study the particular case of a cylindrical container of vol�
ume VT �radius R and height �L� 
lled with a conduction
heated food� Due to symmetry considerations it is su��
cient to model the heat transfer and kinetic phenomena
in the half plane of the cylinder�
The mathematical statement of the problem is as fol�

lows�
Find Tretort�t� to maximize�
J �

�

VT

Z
VT

�

exp

�
� ln ��

DN

Z
tf

�

exp

�
T �r� z� t�� TN

ZN
ln ��

�
dt

�
dV

���

subject to�

�T

�t
� 

�
��T

�r�
!
�

r

�T

�r
!
��T

�z�

�
����

with the boundary and initial conditions�

T �R� z� t� � Tretort�t� T �r� L� t� � Tretort�t� ����

�T

�r
��� z� t� � � �T

�z
�r� �� t� � � ����

T �r� z� �� � T� ����

Two 
nal time constraints are considered� one for the
hottest point inside the container�

Tc�r� z� t � tf � � T� �r� z � VT ����

and a second constraint on the lethality associated with
the point with minimum lethality �critical point��

Fc�t � tf � � Fc	D ���

where Fc	D � ��� s in this case� and Fc is the microbial
lethality at the 
nal time�

Fc�t � tf � �

Z tf

�

��
Tc�t��TM

ZM dt ����

As we consider a conduction�heated product� the gov�
erning equation is Fourier$s second law� equation �����
with initial condition given by equation ����� and bound�
ary conditions represented by equations ����� These
boundary conditions can be easily changed to take into
account arbitrary heat transfer coe�cients� The ther�
mal destruction of microorganism spores and the ther�
mal degradation of nutrients are assumed to follow pseudo

rst�order reaction kinetics�

dCM �t�

dt
� ��

ln ��

DM	ref

�CM �t� exp�
T �r� z� t�� TM	ref

zM	ref

� ����

dCN �t�

dt
� ��

ln ��

DN	ref

�CN �t� exp�
T �r� z� t�� TN	ref

zN	ref

� ����

which are described by two kinetic parameters� D and Z�
Subscript M refers to microorganism spores� while N is
used for the nutrients�
Regarding the reduced order model calculation� a set of

data was obtained through the simulation of the nominal
process model using the numerical method of lines� The
reduced order model was obtained following the steps de�
scribed in section ���� resulting in a ��ODE model which
describes the temperature distribution inside the load�
The empirical eigenfunctions are shown in Figure �� In
order to test the reduced model a randomly generated con�
trol pro
le was used for the simulation of both� full and
reduced� models� and a comparison is presented in Figure
�� where the time evolution of the temperature in a num�
ber of points inside the load has been plotted� showing
very good agreement�
The computation of the performance index and the

lethality at the critical point were incorporated to the re�
duced model as two additional ODEs�



Figure �� Empirical eigenfunctions ��� � � � � ���

Figure �� Comparison of the full and the reduced order
models�

The optimal control problem was solved using ICRS�DS
with the control pro
le approximated by a piecewise lin�
ear approximation� considering both the reduced and the
full model� obtained with the NMOL �consisting of ���
equations��

The optimization of both models resulted in a best ob�
jective of J � ���� ���# of nutrient retention�� within
the speci
ed constraints� which is in agreement with
�BMGC��� The optimal control pro
le and selected state
variables are shown in Figure �� The computation time
required for the optimization of the full model was � min
whereas for the reduced order model it only required ����
s� Thus speedups of around �� or even more can be
achieved with the use of reduced models for this type of
problems�

Remark also that an objective value within the �# of
the best obtained may be achieved in less than � s with the
reduced model� which makes this technique very promising
for its use in a model predictive control framework�

Figure �� Optimal control pro
le and selected state vari�
ables�

� Conclusions

The use of the proper orthogonal decomposition technique
was successfully applied to obtain low order models� with
very good predictive characteristics� which allow the rapid
solution of the dynamic optimization of distributed pro�
cesses�

Full order models� obtained with the NMOL technique�
were compared with reduced ones for the solution of two
dynamic optimization case studies� As a result� very sig�
ni
cant speedups in the overall optimization process were
obtained� achieving the same or even better objective re�
sults�

This new approach allows a very fast approximation to
the optimal control of distributed process systems� This
property will allow the application of this technique for
real time optimization or model predictive control�
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